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From: Joan 
Sent: Friday, November 29, 2013 12:26 PM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: BCHYdro's Opt-out fees, proposed

 
To the BC Utilities Commission:  
                              In BCHydro's presentation to the BCUC  are cited a few "opt-out " fees from other 
jurisdictions. Skewed information. 
           Below is a few examples of lower "opt-out" fees: 
                                                              Initial Fee             Monthly Fee           Low Income fee* 
                               California -                  $75                          $10                         $10 initial, $5 monthly 
                      
                               Maine                          $40                          $12 
 
                               Memphis Tenn.             0                               0    (no charge for opting out of "smart" meter 
program) 
 
                               Illinois                     none cited                    $25 (subject to ICC approval) 
 
                               Kauai Island                  "                              $10.27       
 
                               Florida                    $65 after opt-               $16.25 
                                                                out deadline 
                              Southern Nevada   $98.75                          $8.14 
 
                              Northern Nevada   $107.66                        $8.04 
 
                              Quebec                    $98+tax                         $17+tax 
                            
                              Germany                Decided against using the "smart grid", claiming it would not be cost 
effective for both citizens 
                                                              and government.    
                             *Noteworthy - California lowers the opt-out fee for low income people. This situation needs 
to be addressed 
           in B.C. - does being "poor" mean one has no democratic choice to opt-out because one can't afford 
BCHydro's  high fees? 
           Several USA Utility companies give low income people discounted utilities rates: 
                               Sempra Energy or SDG&E             ComEd - Exelon Co. 
                                PG&E                                              Illinois Dept. of Commerce - for customers of  
                               Peco - Exelon Co.                                    Ameron,ComEd, Nicor, and 
PG/NSG                           
                            Must Canada, once considered caring for the disadvantaged,look to the USA for guidance on 
humanitarianism? 
           Regarding the so-called "opt-out" fees proposed by BCHydro: 
                            It takes one(1) minute to read one meter once every 2 months - BCHydro's charge is 
$35/month, $70/bill or, 
                                                       $70 per 1 minute of work 
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                                                       6 minutes total for readings/year/meter - charged $420/year/meter 
                            which translates into 60min(1hour) = $4,200. Does anyone in BC earn $4,200 per hour? We 
can only speculate. 
                     
                            I read my own analogue meter for $0/year.  What approach is more cost effective? 
 
                            Hydro customers with "smart" meters installed,will have their meters read for no fee($0). 
Why does it cost BCHydro 
                            $4,200 per hour to read analogue meters? Extortion is illegal, except for those  too big to 
jail.         
                                        As the BCUC was initially formed to protect the rights of the average citizen, and was 
characterized as an 
           independent body, are we citizens of Beautiful British Columbia still able to look to you for justice, 
fairness and the 
           upholding of Democratic principles, one of which is Freedom of Choice? 
                                                                                                      Sincerely, 
                                                                                                      Joan E. Hafeez -  
                                                                                                  
                                                                                                  
                                                                                                  
                                                                                                  
                                                                                               
 
                         
 
                                                                                                                                  
 
                                      




